My War Memories, 1914-1918
primarily on the question of transport.   That, in turn, depended on locomotives, wagons and personnel, and was closely bound up with the coal supply.   The Minister, von Breitenbach, gave up a great deal in every direction to satisfy the requirements of the army.   The greatest strain was put both on staffs and material, and the locomotives in particular were worn-out.   As a first step, matters were improved somewhat by surrendering engineering-shops for the work of locomotive and wagon construction.   G.H.Q. helped the Minister of Public Works in other ways, even (although with great roluctana*) releasing men on such a scale as to weaken the army.   This was unavoidable, however, for it was essential to give some rdief to the railway workers.   In many directions we had prepared for a short war, and in this and other matters now had to make arrangements to meet a long one.   Military demands on the railways at home still remained very extensive.   We had takon all the Belgian railway material, and also the engines and rolling-stock we found in North France, but these were not nearly num^h,   The material taken in Russia could not be used, owing to the difference of gauge. Our allies also made heavy demands on our engines and rolling-stock.   On the Austro-Hungarian railways there were hundreds of German locomotives and about ten thousand German wagons. Bulgaria and Turkey, too, received both personnel and material from us.   We had just captured material in Rumania, but on the other hand the enemy had taken several thousand German wagons to Moldavia and kept them there.   The occupied districts, with their immense mileage, required an army of railwaymen, and material on a scale to match,
G.H.Q., through the Director of Railways, made a number of suggestions to the Minister with a view to limiting the strain on the railways at home, by cutting down the services, for example, Similar steps were taken in the occupied districts, These measures, which were not and could not be carried out in their entirety then, in view of our economic situation, had to be put into force under compulsion of the oppressive armistice conditions and the Revolution. It may be realized how strained the transport situation was at this time when I state that powder
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